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What is Infrared?



History

 Mid 1960’s Tony 
Heller designed and 
built a machine that 
could reheat asphalt 
to a workable temp. 
of 300 F

 Power Ray of Long 
Island, N.Y. began 
manufacturing and 
selling infrared 
machines



History

 The sales and use of infrared trucks didn’t really take of 
until 1984 when Wes VanVelser from Charleston, N.H. 
bought  Power Ray and began to market the machines 
through out the country.  

 



Manufactures

 Major manufactures of infrared machines

 Ray-Tech Infrared Corporation
 Kasi Infrared



Infrared Ray

 According to Webster’s New World 
Dictionary, Infrared Rays are; “Rays of light 
that are just beyond red in the spectrum. 
They cannot be seen, but they produce 
heat deep within an object.”



How  do you create an infrared 
ray?

 Premixed gas 
(propane in our 
equipment) and air 
are delivered under 
pressure to energy 
converters

 The rays are 
channeled to the 
desired location 
through a series of 
reflective panels

 



Infrared Machine

 Truck and chassis



Material Storage

 4 ton heated asphalt 
bin



Reclaimer Box







Infrared Heating System

 (5) 100 # propane 
tanks

 25 gallons each



Blowers





Power

 (4) six volt batteries (220 amps)
 24 volt system
 Charged by 24 volt alternator
 Wired in series to create a 24 volt system





Electronic Controls / Fuses



Solenoids

 24 volt electric 
solenoids

 24 volt gas solenoids



Heat Chamber (Pan)



Proper Lighting Procedure







Preventive Maintenance 
Guide

 Propane Hoses  Inspect every 15 
days

 POL Tank Fittings  Inspect every 15 
days

 Batteries    Service as 
required

 Burners    Inspect Daily
 Pipe Fittings   Inspect Daily
 Brushes    Inspect every 2 

weeks
 (Replace when brush is approximately ¼”)



Best Practices



Applications

 Small Potholes
 Utility cuts 
 Wide cracks
 Leveling frost heaves
 Seams
 Bird baths
 Raise manholes & water 

valves
 Tight alligator areas
 Swales for drainage



Limitations

 Large potholes
 Areas with severe deformation
 Areas with gate loops
 Areas within 2’ of painted metal or wood
 Parking garages
 Chip seal areas
 Areas adjoining landscaping
 Areas with thin asphalt, soft sub-grade & heavy 

loads
 Trash dumpsters 



    Most Important Part of the 
Process: Allow the infrared to 
penetrate the asphalt for 5 to 10 
minutes depending on the depth, 
temperatures, and amount of asphalt 
binder and gradation of top lift 





Wind Protection



Time with the deep cracks





Second most important part of 
the process

 Rake asphalt 2.5-3.0” in depth





Homogenize



Reclamite





Corners Edged



Adding New Asphalt

 3/8” Minus Fines 



Must have temperature







 Checking if the 
asphalt is  properly 
heated 













Compaction

 Third most important phase















Problem Area Before!



Finished Product!



Questions?

 Foothills Paving & Maintenance, Inc.
 Phone: 303-462-5600
 Michael Horn  (Owner)


